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The constitution of
the confederation

Sección 1

a. Our constitution: federal lands, time zones, legislature periods
Constitution of the Confederation of Europia
Parts of the Constitution of Europia

§ Territory
§ Citizens
§ Elections
§ State Parliament
§ State Visits
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§1Territory

§ 2 Citizens

a.% The territory of the Confederation of Europia (CoE) consists of the school premises of the Erasmus Partner Schools. The
schools are designated Federal Lands (FL):

a.%

Oberschule Bederkesa%

=%

Collège Vouziers%

FL Vouziers Vouzropia

=%

IES Telde% =%
Bodmin College%

FL Beers Beeropia

All state power emanates from the citizens.

b.% All students and teachers of the Federal Lands are citizens
of the CoE.
c.% All citizens have the right to vote, including student citizens from the age of 10.

FL Telde Teldropia
=%

FL Bodmin Bodropia

§ 3 Elections

(See next page)

a.%

b.%

the 1st legislature period: 31.03. 2017 to 31.05.2018

The CoE has 2 time zones:

The CoE has two legislature periods

Europia Continental Time (ECT): % FL Beers, FL Vouziers

Election Campaign: 06.03. – 24.03.2017

Europia Atlantic Time (EAT):%

Election Days: 27./28.03. 2017

%

FL Bodmin, FL Telde

The 2nd legislature period: 01.06.2018 to 31.07.2019
In this context ECT minus 1 hour = EAT. European Union summer and winter times apply.

Election Campaign: 12.05. - 16.05.2018
Election Days: 17./18.05.2018
b.%

c.%

Each FL elects a President and a Vice President.

National boundaries are defined in the Europia map.
c.% The presidential elections are open to all eligible voters, are
direct, free, equal and undertaken as a secret ballot.
d.% Those entitled to vote are citizens of the CoE who are on
the electoral register of the FL.
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e.% Eligible presidential candidates are student citizens of the
CoE who are at least 13 years old.
f.%

A simple majority vote applies.

g.% Provisions for the electoral procedure, legislative period,
electoral lists, vote counting, election campaign, electoral notification are stipulated in the "Regulation of Europia National Elections" of the respective FL.

§ 5 State Visits
a.%

State visits take place at predefined points in time:

in the 1st legislature period:
%

Bodropia

%

Vouzropia

in der 2ndlegislature period:
h.% President and Vice President represent their FL in the State Parliament and on state visits.
i.%
Activities undertaken by the President and Vice President
are defined by regulation in each FL.

%

Teldropia

%

Beeropia

Authorisation to travel:
d.% All Presidents and their Deputies are members of the State
Parliaments.

§ 4 State Parliament
a.% The State Parliament consists of the elected representatives
(President and Deputy).
b.% Oﬃcial languages are: English, French, German, Spanish.
The working language is English.
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Sección 2

b. The elections with speeches
Election battle/campaign
Teaching unit “Election battle/campaign”

% •%

1. How to organise an election/Battle?

% •%

2. How do we develop it?

% •%

3. Implementation:

% %

3.1 Roles and responsabilities

% %

3.2 Selection of candidates

% %

3.3 How to organize a good speech?

% %

3.4 Speech Topics

% %

3.5 Campaingn

% %

3.6 The Great Battle

% %

3.7 Periods
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ELECTION LESSON PLANS

AIM

These lessons will be delivered to all the students during
Drama and English lessons at the beginning of March.
The lessons will make all students aware of the Erasmus
project and the presidential election, which will take place at the end of March (27th and 28th). It will give them
an overview of a democracy; exploring the election process and what issues are faced being leader of a country.
On the 31st March a President (from Year 8 or 9) will be
elected. They will be President of Bodropia, a federal
land; part of Europia.

LESSON 1 of 2
Resources:
Pack of playing cards
Powerpoint
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Pass the Fact – Students walk around the space and pass a fact.

By the end of the lesson students will

Example

> Develop skills required to be a leader

Two students shake hands and say

> Understand what an ELECTION is and why we have elections

Student 1: “Hi my name is Sarah and I can juggle”

LESSON OUTLINE

Student 2: “Hi my name is Chrissi and I like it when the toilet
roll rolls downwards!”

5 mins – Register class. Explain Learning Objectives.
20 mins - Warm – Up Activities (Practical)

! These activities could take more or less time depending on
what you decide to do !

NOW – the students swap facts and pass on their new fact to someone else and so on. Students keep swapping facts. This continues for about 2 minutes.

Students then stand in a circle and say out loud the last fact they
heard. Student raises their hand to say that was their fact.

Getting to know each other
30 second shake – Shake everyone else’s hand in the class. Remember to have eye-contact and smile.
Meet and Greet: Students walk around the space and meet one
another.
Try in diﬀerent languages. English: Hello (Shake hands) French:
Bonjour (Kiss on both cheeks). German: Guten Tag (Shake
hands). Spanish: Hola (Kiss on both cheeks)

This is my Chair – Each student is given a playing card which
they keep secret from everyone else. . King is highest card. 2 is
lowest.
One by one, they go into the circle and say “This is my chair” depending on the card they have. E.g. King = confident would sit
on the chair and say “This is my chair” confidently. If a student
has card 2 of Spades they might say “This is my chair” quietly
and stand far away from the chair.
12

The rest of the class try to guess what card number the students
have.

Extension: If you have time, you could give students a new card
and after a countdown of 3,2,1 – they all create a frozen image together to show where they would be according to their playing
card. The teacher could then guess what number they are.

Talk for one minute - Get into groups of 5. One person stands in
front of their group. Talk for one minute about… They all take
turns to stand in front of group and speak on a topic. Do they have the confidence to stand in front of a small group and deliver a
speech on a topic they might not know much about?

Topics

Who is confident to stand in front of the class and present a
point of view? Arguing two diﬀerent points – one student is given 30 secs to stand in front of the class and explain

A) Why homework is important to develop student progress.
B) Why homework should be abolished.

ASK – What skills have you developed doing these exercises?
- Confidence with working with diﬀerent people in the class
- Listening Skills
- Confidence with speaking in front of others; self - confidence
- Improvisation – speaking about a topic you might not know
about

> How to milk a cat!
> How to make the most delicious cocktail!

Leaders of the World – In sport – Ronaldo. In writing – Shakespeare Political Leaders – Merkel, May, Trump

> The meaning of life
> How to deal with bad behaviour
Pictures on WB - Can the students identify them?
> How to run a country successfully
20 mins - DISCUSSION
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Ask
Why is it important to have a leader? A President?

equal: Having the same quantity, measure, or value as
another.(http://www.thefreedictionary.com/equal)

What makes a good leader?
Back to LO – What skills are needed to be a leader?
Why are they the leaders?
They were chosen by the people. They were elected.
Who is important to you? Who is a leader in your life?

Think, Pair, Share –
In pairs, discuss the Keywords on the board. What do they
mean?
Elections: To elect means "to choose or make a decision",
and so sometimes other forms of ballot such as referendums are referred to as elections.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Election)

ballot: The act, process, or method of voting, especiall
y in secret.
ballot paper:
A sheet of paper or a card used to cast or register
a vote, especially a secret one.
(http://www.thefreedictionary.com/ballot)

president: The chief executive of a republic.
(http://www.thefreedictionary.com/president)
Vicepresident: An oﬃcer ranking next below a presiden
t, usually empowered to assume the president's duties
under conditions such as absence, illness, or death.
(http://www.thefreedictionary.com/Vicepresident)

What is an election?
free: Not controlled by obligation or the will of anot
her;
not controlled by another country or political power; i
ndependent. (http://www.thefreedictionary.com/free)

PP – election definition

Democracy definition
14

Next lesson you will all learn about how to write a campaign
speech. Some of you might like to run for president?

Extension Task: Before writing your speech you need to begin
thinking about what your strengths and skills are. What could
you bring to the role?

Hand out a person template to each student. Give them 10minutes to create a personal mind-map which shows their positive
attributes and skills. (see example below).

Free

Equality

Introduce the concept of ‘Bodropia’ part of Europia.

We need to elect a President and a Vice-President to run our
country.
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President/Vice President discussions could focus on some of the
following :
•%

Education system, problems, grades, homework

•%

Jobs – opportunities for part time work

•%

Family relationships and problems

•%
Free time in local area – what opportunities are available?
What do students want, what would improve their life?
•%

Vandalism

•%

Peer pressure – smoking, drinking, drugs

Presentation used with students
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•%
Fitness and health, food and diet, illnesses, the health system in their country
•%

Music/gaming

•%

Screen time

•%

Plans for the future – jobs; plans for the future – family?

•%

War, politics, environmental issues

Education will
set us free

•%
Housing in local area – is it expensive, in good condition,
can they imagine where they want to live in the future?
• Local transport issues – can they get where they need/want to
go?
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1. HOW TO ORGANISE AN ELECTION/BATTLE?

• Level: 2nd ESO
• When : Greek Civilization
• Involved Departament: Social
Science, Comunicative Practice,
Music, English, Art Teaching

WELCOME ON BOARD!

EUROPIA AIRLINES

WORKSHOP 3: ELECTION BATTLE/CAMPAIGN
Teaching unit “Election battle/campaign”

• 1. How to organise an election/Battle?
• 2. How do we develop it?
• 3. Implementation
• 3.1 Roles and responsabilities
•3.2 Selection of candidates
•3.3 How to organize a good speech?
• 3.4 Speech Topics
• 3.5 Campaingn
•3.6 The Great Battle
•3.7 Periods

2. HOW DO WE DEVELOP IT?
• Thinking about: (one session)

What is Democracy?
Who has the power?
What is The power for?
Which is better?: representative
democracy or Direct democracy?
• Having any need for elected
representative
•
•
•
•
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3. IMPLEMENTATION ( ONE SESSION)

1. We need a few candidates who know
which are going to be theirs functions as
the President of Europia

3.2 SELECTION OF CANDIDATES

The Primaries:

In each group of the level, those who
want to present their candidacy, must
do a speech trying to convince the
others to vote for her/ his.
There will be two winners chosen by
direct voting and they will take part in
the general elections

3.3 HOW TO ORGANIZE A GOOD SPEECH ( ONE SESION)

3.1 ROLES AND RESPONSABILITIES
Tip One

•
•
•
•
•

Representation of the Country
Leadership capacity
Empathy
Desire to improve things
Dialogue Cappacity

One of the most common ways to organize a speech is
chronologically, according to time. Explain what happened first,
then second then third. Take your time with each section, then
pause at the end of each section to signal a transition. This is the
same method of organization of any story, which always has a
beginning, a middle, and an end.
Tip Two
You can ask the audience to think of the future and how the
situation could improve for the better.
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Tip Three

Another good way to order your message by logic. One way to
do this is to use the "cause and effect" approach. Explain the
cause first, giving enough detail for the audience to understand,
then describe the result. Another common way is to use the
"problem and solution" approach. Describe the problem,
especially from the point of view of your audience, followed by
your suggested solution.

ONE WARNING!
Do NOT make your organization too complex.

Tip Four

An easy method of organizing your presentation is by using the
comparison approach. Describe Situation A (or Problem A or
Example A, or whatever) then show how Situation B (or
Problem B or Example B) is different. You could describe all of
Situation A first, in great detail, before comparing it to Situation
B. Another option is to jump back and forth between A and B explain one point about A and compare it to B, then take a
second point about A, etc.

•

Keep it simple so that everyone in the audience can follow your
speech and remember your message.

•

Whichever way you choose, it will be helpful to have a clear
structure to your speech.

•

To further aid in memory, you can let the audience know about
your organization in your introduction, then remind them of it again
in your conclusion.

•

Try to use powerful openings and finals

3.4 SPEECH TOPICS
Tip Five

•

Should citizens be made to take some form of intelligence or
general knowledge test before being allowed to vote?

For almost any topic, it is possible to use the PGP
approach: particular - general - back to particular.
You could start with a very specific story to introduce
your topic. After that, you can explain, in general terms,
what your message is. When you are done, conclude by
reminding the audience of your specific example (or a
similar example) to burn your message into their brains.

•

Are you going to vote for my candidature in the ellections? Yes,
I´m sure about it.

•

People sometimes say, "If you don't vote, you have no right to
complain about a government." What do you think?

•

Is not voting a political statement?

•

How do you decide your vote? Do you listen to all the
arguments and then decide? Do you always vote for the same
party? Do you toss a coin?

•

Is voting an important responsibility of a citizen? Should it be
legally required, as in some European countries?
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3. 5 CAMPAIGN (2 SESSIONS)
• They have to lead a campaign that people from theirs
group would make it
• This mass media campaign would be done by groups of
people in their level which will help him/ her to win
( Marketing and Merchandaising + Poster+ Pins + Brochures)

3.7 PERIODS
Voting :
The president will be the one who wins the general ellection. ( We need ballot
papers)
The whole level will chose the President of Europia ( We need a census)
The ones who do not win but they were in the second, and third position will be
minister ( Minister of what? )
Period: 1 course, then we will make another battle campaing so at the end we
will have three president
After that: Council of the Wise

3. 6 THE GREAT BATTLE ( ONE SESSION)
The 10 elected candidates will deliver theirs statement
in the Assembly Hall ( We have to decide timing)

SEE YOU SOON…

“To teach a child we need
all the tribue” African
proverb
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Capítulo 2

Student mediation

Sección 1. Process of Mediation 1. Welcome and explanation of the dialogue rules

Welcome and explanation of the dialogue rules
7 important steps to start with:
1.

Topic
Welcome
• Introduction
• Praise
Dialogue rules
• Allow to speak

2.

3.

4.

•

Explain points of view

•

Listen

• Respectful behaviour
Role of the mediator
• Leading
• Ensuring rules are
followed
• Finding common
ground
Development of the
dialogue
1. Points of view
2. Understanding the
other point of view
3. Find a solution
4. Record the result
Confidentiality

5.

6.

Agreement
Summary

7.

Possible statements/formulations
My name is .... would you please introduce
yourselves.
It’s great that you want to discuss your conflict.
Each person can express themself and will not be
interrupted. Only one person speaks at a time.
Each person can explain the conflict from their own
perspective.
Everyone tries to listen attentively.
There are no insults or swearing.
I’ll listen to you carefully and lead the conversation.
I will ensure that the dialogue rules are followed.
Then we will attempt to find a solution to the
problem together.
1. First of all you will each have the chance to
explain the issue from your own perspective.
2. Then you will try to understand the other person’s
point of view.
3. Then we will try together to find a solution.
4. Finally, we will formally agree the result.
All those present keep the discussion confidential.
This means that everything said here remains
between us, unless we all agree that in order to
solve the problem, another person must be brought
in.
Do you agree with the rules and the steps to be
taken?
1. Only one person speaks at a time.
2. We listen carefully.
3. No insults.
4. We try to find a solution together.
5. The conversation is confidential.
6. You agree to the process.
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Sección 2

b. Making the conflicting points of view ‚visible‘
Another 7 steps:

1.

2.

Topic
Always ensure:• Rules are followed
• No interruptions
• No insults
Point of view A
• Establish sequence
• Enquiry
• Understanding
• Summary
• Thanks
• for explanation by A
• for listening by B
• Changeover
Point of view B
• Enquiry
• Summary

3.

• Thanks
• for explanation by B
• for listening by A
Common ground

4.

5.
6.
7.

Disagreements
Summarising
Transition to a solution

Possible statements/formulations
Please stick to the dialogue rules.

Who is starting? Who is explaining their experience
of the problem first?
If I understand correctly, you have .....
So you are of the opinion that ...
In a

d
• a ditio
n:
tte
•
cla ntive
r
a
•
est ificati nd ac
o
abl
tive
ish ns
list
inte
eni
res
ng
ts

1. First of all you will take turns to explain the issue
from your own perspective.
2. Then you will try to understand the point of view
of the other person.
3. Then we will try to find a solution together
4. Finally we reach and record a formal agreement
So, A says that but .... OR B experienced it
differently, what do you think about it?
Now I will summarise your problem.
Can either of you offer a possible solution?
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Sección 3

Finding a solution and agreement
Topic
Always ensure rules are
followed
• The 2 parties must be
able to talk calmly to
each other.
Come up with possible
solutions
• Brainstorming
• Make a list of ideas
• Make notes for the
formal agreement

Another 7 steps:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Possible statements/formulations
Please stick to our dialogue rules.

What could you do to solve this problem?
Who is starting? Who has a suggestion?
What are you prepared to do?
What should the other person do to improve this
situation?
What are you expecting from the other person?

So, you are of the opinion that ...
Check possible
Is this suggestion acceptable, good, achievable, fair
solutions
for each of you, meaningful, realistic, concrete
enough, helpful?
• compare different
Can you agree to this solution?
suggestions
Which suggestion, or what in particular about this
• find a compromise
suggestion, is good? What should be altered? Will
the problem be solved with this suggestion?
Reaching
Summarise the suggestion/compromise agreement/summarising ………so you both agree that ......
Both partners agree to
the suggestion/
compromise.
Formal agreement
Confirm exact agreement in writing – who is doing
• take care with the exact what and by when?
formulation
• both parties to sign
• provide copies
Set up review
When do we want/are we able (in the next week) to
appointment
meet, so we can see if the agreement has worked?
Thank for the
I/we thank you for your cooperation and willingness
cooperation, bring to a
to find a solution/compromise.
close.
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Sección 4

Overview
Conflict Partner A

Mediator
1. Welcome
Dialogue Rules
A agrees to the
purpose of mediation
dialogue rules.
development of dialogue
rules of dialogue
Point of View A
2. Points of view of each
A explains, how
conflict partner
they see the conflict,
clarify
what has happened
recognise interests
resolve disagreements
3. The conflict is: …….
Mediator summarises the
conflict
A suggests a
4. Finding a solution
solution and states
Brainstorming
their position
Gather possible solutions
5. Finding and agreeing on
a compromise
Assessing suitability of
A agrees
suggested solutions
6. Agreement
The agreement is put into
writing and signed
A signs
7.Close
Set up „review appointment“
Thanks

Conflict Partner B
B agrees to the
dialogue rules.
Point of View B
B explains, how they
see the conflict, what
has happened

B suggests a
solution and states
their position

B agrees

B signs
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Capítulo 3

Start-up Business-Plan.
Europia Project Week

Sección 1

1. Internal Market and Economic Foundation of the Confederation of Europia

The Confederation of Europia consists of the
Federal Lands of Bodropia, Vouzropia, Teldropia and Beeropia and has a shared economic
and monetary system. That means:
Freedom of movement of labour: Citizens
from all Federal Lands can work in a federal
state of their choice, to provide services or sell
products. It is therefore possible to employ
workers from all federal lands without formalities. No Europian Citizen may be disadvantaged because of their membership of a federal
state (the principle of non-discrimination).
Each citizen can decide whether they want to
start a business as an employer or work for a
business as an employee.
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Freedom of movement of goods and services: The markets between the Federal Lands are open and the free exchange of goods
and services is possible. Goods or services can be oﬀered and
sold without tariﬀs in other Federal Lands (= customs union).

Free movement of capital: The common currency is the Euro. Financial transactions incur no costs.
The economic system is based on the characteristics of the social
market economy.
The oﬃcial information platform of the Confederation is
www.confed-europia.eu .
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Sección 2

b. 2. Labour market in Europia
There are employment opportunities in production and service companies, in the catering industry and in the civil
service.

The vacancies will be published
on
www.confed-europia.eu
by 29.03.2019. All vacancies are published in the
language of the country
and in English, the
working language of the
Confederation. Applicat i o n s a n d i n te r v i e w s
should be completed by
…
29

Wages can be negotiated freely and independently (wage-autonomy and collective bargaining) between employers and employees (according to economic conditions!). However, it would be
advisable to keep labour costs as low as possible given the relatively low sales prices that are achievable in this context. The
working week provides for around 20 hours of work; the maximum hourly wage is € 0.40 – with the additional option of reaching a profit share agreement. With this income, Citizens
should be able to feed themselves in Europia.

Anyone who cannot find a job reports to the employment oﬃce
Beeropia. They may either be assigned a job with a wage subsidy,
or be employed in a job creation scheme (Europia Clean) at the
minimum wage (0.20 € / h). The minimum wage is financed by
taxes (principle of solidarity).
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Sección 3

3. Credit in Europia

Upon presentation of
a credit application,
Beeropia Bank may
grant a loan. This loan
is (usually) repayable.
T h e t o t a l l o a n r epayment will include
an additional one-oﬀ
interest charge of 2%.
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Sección 4

4. Advertising in Europia

There are two ways to run an
advertising campaign in Europia. As the companies are financially supported the advertising prices are fixed:
¬ advertising agency: between € 1.00 and € 2.00 per design (A5 to A3);per copy: 0.02
to 0.05 €
¬ advertising via Radio Europia: 1,00 € per advert; € 0.20
per transmission
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Sección 5

5. Taxes in Europia

Companies submit a tax return to
the Europia tax oﬃce. Here, expenses and revenues are recorded and
the company’s profit or loss established. 20% tax is charged on profits. The net profit (profit minus tax)
is for the company to distribute as it
wishes. The company that pays the
most taxes is recognised as the
most profitable company.
In contrast to the social market economy, no income tax is levied and
social insurance contributions for
pension, health, unemployment or
long-term care are not payable by
the employee or the employer.
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Sección 6

6. Awards (to be presented by the Presidents)

1. The most successful business
2. The most marvellous
marketing
3. The most innovative
product
4. The most creative stall
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Sección 7

7. Overview of the start-up modules

These modules have been devised in order to enable
the secure foundation of a company. The forms 1, 2
and 3 are mandatory for all companies.
Respectively, you will be able to:
Module 1: Develop the right product or service idea
Module 2: Conduct a market analysis and devise a marketing plan (identify needs, create a questionnaire, carry out and evaluate interviews, design an advertising
concept and promotional material
Module 3: Produce a cost plan: allocate costs for required materials and labour; determine the retail (selling)
price; => Form 1
Module 4: Complete loan application; estimate revenue => Form 2
Module 5: Plan the production process (coordinate processes and timings);
Erasmus Project Week; Europia Market from 15.05. 17.05.2019
Module 6: Post job vacancies by 29/03/2019; hold interviews by 30.04.2019; hire employees.
Module 7: Complete tax return => Form 3
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Sección 8

Develop the right product or service idea

1. Product:
The manufacture of something
concrete. This requires raw materials
(e.g., paper) and equipment (e.g.,
scissors). You also need a workforce
who can produce the product in the
given time.

2. Service:
This is not a finished product, but
something more intangible that may
include doing something to a customer,
for example, the design of a business
card, a haircut, mediating between 2
people, helping someone find a job.

Module 1

The idea has to be right for
you. You have to find the idea
yourself and be convinced of
its success. Only then can you
inspire others to buy into your
idea, motivate employees and
above all "sell" the product or
service to the customers

Diﬀerent ideas
Basically you can choose from
one of two fields (see table):
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Firstly, answering the following questions is important:

Marketing

•%
Do you know your target group? Who will buy the product
or who will use the service? Is there a need (a demand)? Is the
product already available? Is the product / service something
new? Flamboyant ideas are especially sought after!

1. Determine need/demand through market research

A market survey can help here.
•%
Do you have any idea of how to raise awareness of the product and create a need for your product? This is advertising:
according to the AIDA formula: A for Attention, I for Interest,
D for Desire, A for Action. Which advertising medium (posters,
leaflets, radio ...). What times? How much money should be
spent on advertising?

Module 2

When developing a project idea, it is also important to be clear
about the need and potential demand for this product. If you
want to be successful with your product or service, you have to
know the wishes of your customers (your target group).
For the Europia project week it would make sense for you to do
your own research (primary or field research). For this, the survey is the most important method.
This means you have to:
•

Produce a questionnaire

An advertising plan must be created

The questionnaire must include questions about the product/service; e.g .:

•%
What costs arise: for operating resources, wages, advertising? Reserves for unpredictable costs?

• appearance of the product/extent of the desired service

A cost statement must be produced.

• quality, material, colour scheme/customer requirements for the
service

•%
What revenue can you expect? How many products can be
sold each day?

• and most importantly: how much the customers would pay.

A revenue statement must be produced.

The questionnaire should be designed in such a way that you can
quickly get an overview of responses through a tally in a rating
scale of 1 to 5. e.g.

•%
Can the product / service make a profit? What price do I
have to pay to cover the costs and make a profit? What price can
I set, that ensures that customers will accept the oﬀer?

•

Evaluate the questionnaire

The selling price must be calculated.
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With the help of 2 state-owned companies in Beeropia you can
put together your advertising mix:
•%

The advertising agency is for visual products such as: flyers,

Task:
a. produce a questionnaire about your product/service
b. carry out a survey
c. evaluate the results and improve the product/service or the price

posters, company signs, signposts, floor displays.

2. Advertising concept
Do you have any idea of how to raise awareness of and create a
need for your product/service?
For help, you can use the AIDA formula:
During Europia Project Week, the Open Day is a public relations
activity where you will be able to connect directly with your customers.
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The prices:
• € 1.00 to € 2.00 per design (A5 to A3);
• per copy: 0.02 to 0.05 €
•%

Radio Europia is for audio advertising.

The prices:
• 0,50 € to 1,00 € per creation of an advert (also in other languages)
• 0,10 to 0,20 € per transmission

Task:
a. Design ideas for a good stall with an eye-catching company
sign.
b. Think about how you want to describe your product to customers.
c. Think about and practice how to approach customers in a
friendly way.
d. Create a list of prices for your advertising mix.
e. Transfer advertising expenses to the cost plan (Form 1)
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Operational Management

Module 5

General information about the schedule
The schedule depends on the product that is to be marketed.
•%
Production companies: start production of goods promptly
so that products are ready for sale in the Europia Market.
•%
Service companies: organise material and staﬀ (do they need a high level of training?) in good time
•%
Catering companies: ingredients should be brought shortly
before project week so that the goods are fresh; but equipment
and staﬃng should be organised in advance.

Some stages are essential for all; forms 1, 2 and 3 are compulsory:
1.% Feasability check – can you actually make/deliver your product/service?
2.%

Submit cost plan to the Finance Oﬃce; expenses estimate

(Form 1) (see Module 3) Take good care of forms 1, 2 and 3!!
3.% Submit credit application to Bank of Beeropia; income estimate (Form 2) (see Module 4)
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4.% Job advert (German and English) by 29.03.2019 for
www.confed-europia.eu
Carry out interviews (with Bodropia, Vouzropia or Teldropia via
Skype); hire workers, agree terms of employment. (see Module 6)
5.% Design company stall; advertising mix, company sign (in cooperation with the advertisiing agency) (see Module 2)
6.% Production plan: which products need to be finished when?
Or which material and machinery do I need and by when? (see
Overview)
7.% Create staﬃng plan; ATTENTION: employees only have a
20-hour week in Europia project week, the stall must be staﬀed
during the Europia market opening hours and the cash register
must always be staﬀed.
8.% Bookkeeping: Daily list of expenses (documents such as receipts - file and store!) and income.
9.%
7)

Tax return by 17.05.2019 at 10.00 am (Form 3) (see Module

¬%

Beeropia – Management consultancy

Opening hours:
Mondays % 2nd lesson including 1st break (gr.?) % in the counselling oﬃce
%

4th lesson including 2nd break% in the counselling oﬃce

%

7th and 8th lessons% by arrangement

Fridays %

1st and 2nd lesson %

in the computer room
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Examples of a job advert and employment contract

Module 6

General information about job adverts
¬%
All citizens from the Confederation of Europia can apply
for the vacant positions. In Europia, about 30 workers from
other Federal Lands are expected.
¬%
Therefore, the adverts should also be written in English,
the working language of the Confederation. You may ask an English teacher for help. Submission by:
¬%
The forms for the job adverts and employment contracts
are available as a hard copy or in digital format (in German u. English).

General information about employment contracts
¬%
The employment contract is an agreement between the employer (boss) and the worker (employee).
¬%
This contract establishes the names of the 2 parties, the nature of the work, the working hours and the hourly pay so that
there is no misunderstanding during the employment relationship.
¬%
The working hours depend on the opening hours of the Europia Market. The working hours are organised in a roster that
includes all employees.
¬%
The working time in Europia project week is: 20 hours.
Unpaid overtime is possible, but in exchange for a share of profits.
¬%
Breaks do not count towards working hours. The employee
carries a time sheet.
¬%
The question of profit sharing must be clarified; Attention:
Profits can only be paid after the tax audit.
¬%
Should discrepancies arise between the contractual partners, dispute mediators will be available in Beeropia.
………………………
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…
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Capítulo 4

The medias

XXXX

Sección 1

a. Website
All the information at: http://www.confed-europia.eu
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Sección 2

b. Europia Times
"The Europia Times newspaper produced as part of an Erasmus club which took place...
... place twice a week during the meridian
break. This club brought together about twenty
students from 4th and 3rd. The editorial line of
the newspaper followed the news of the "confederation of europia" project. Once the curriculum was defined, groups of 2 to 4 students took
charge of each topic.Integration and homogenisation work was then carried out to obtain a coherent set.
The content developed on Windows computers in the computer room. We used Open Oﬃce Draw and Photo Filter software. A shared folder on intranet used to share data and group articles written by students. Once the integration
of the articles was complete, the newspaper was
exported in Pdf format to ensure compliance
with formatting and to be distributed more easily."
All the numbers at:
http://www.confed-europia.eu/europia-times.htm
l
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Sección 3

Europia TV
„ETV” or really „Europia Television” was the television station of „Europia”. The idea was to broadcast special
events like the elections or the meetings with their fairs.
The team mostly consisted of a cameraman and
one presenter for each country.
If possible a
small, quiet room with good acoustics was found at
the diﬀerent schools. There a table for the presenters was set up. The team used two „Røde
SmartLav+” lavalier microphones and headsets that
are typically shipped with modern mobile phones.
These were connected to mobile phones or a
„Zoom H1" and a „H2" field recorder. This usually
led to four tracks of speech, or two in case of interviews, recorded at 24 bit, 48 kHz. All audio tracks
were mixed with „Apple Logic Pro X”, the videos
were edited in „Apple Final Cut Pro X”. The outcome, 26 shows in all, was one by one shown on the
project’s website but later moved to a YouTube
Channel due to performance problems on said website. The playlist can now be found
at https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhqQ
Hy4bYs9UysloKfr4xMpRK9o14WN4y.
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Conclusion

l

Nº and dates of every Europia times

• *NEW* Europia Times - Edition Ten (the Teldropia Special) Published April 2019

• Europia Times - Edition Nine - published January 2019
• Europia Times - Special Edition - Published November 2018

• Europia Times - Edition Eight - Published June 2018
• Europia Times - Edition Seven - Published May 2018
• Europia Times - Edition Six - Published April 2018
• Europia Times - Edition Five - Published December 2017
• Europia Times - Edition Four - Published October 2017
• Europia Times - Edition Three - Published April 2017

Nº and dates of every Europia TV video

• 01 - 2017-03-22 - Candidates Interviews (Beeropia)
• 02 - 2917-03-24 - Candidates Interviews (Vouzropia)
• 03 - 2017-03-27 - Candidates Speeches (Beeropia)
• 04 - 2017-03-28 - Candidate Speeches (Teldropia)
• 05 - 2017-03-31 - Presidential Inaugurations (Europia)
• 06 - 2017-04-10 - Presidential Interviews (Teldropia)
• 07 - 2017-09-30 - Welcome Video (Bodropia)
• 08 - 2017-10-18 - Business Fair (Bodropia)
• 09 - 2017-10-18 - Interview With The Presidents (Bodropia)

• Europia Times - Edition Two - Published March 2017

• 10 - 2017-10-18 - Interview With Pat Rogerson - County Councillor (Bodropia)

• Europia Times - Edition One - Published February 2017

• 11 - 2017- 10- 20 - Anthem Rehearsal (Bodropia)
• 12 - 2017-10-20 - State Banquet (Bodropia)
• 13 - 2018-04-16 - Job Applications (Vouzropia)
• 14 - 2018-04-17 - Businesses (Vouzropia)
• 15 - 2018-04-18 - Interview With The Presidents (Vouzropia)
li

• 16 - 2018-04-19 - Interview With M Warsmann - Parliament Paris (Vouzropia)

Dates of Every State Visit

• 17 - 2018-04-20 - Final Day (Vouzropia)
• 18 - 2018-10-01 - Selection Of New Presidents (Europia)
• 19 - 2019-02-25- First Day (Teldropia)
• 20 - 2019-02-26 - Meeting With The Vice President (Teldropia)

• Staff meeting (Teldropia) - From 12 to 20 November - 2016
• Bodropia - From 14 to 22 October - 2017
• Vouzropia - From 14 to 22 April - 2018

• 21 - 2019-02-27 - The Fair (Teldropia)

• Teldropia - From 23 February to 3 March - 2019

• 22 - 2019-02-29 - State Banquet (Teldropia)

• Beeropia - From 11 th to 18 th of May - 2019

• 23 - 2019-05-13 - Welcome Day (Beeropia)
• 24 - 2019-05-14 - Interviews with Employees (Beeropia)
• 25 - 2019-05-16 - Beeropia Market (Beeropia)
• 26 - 2019-05-17 - Final Show (Beeropia)
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